News in Review Index

A list of the stories covered last season and to date in the current season is provided below.

The complete chronological index for all 17 seasons of News in Review, and a subject-oriented index listing News in Review stories appropriate for various subject areas can be accessed through our Web site at www.cbc.ca/newsinreview. Hard copies of these indexes can also be obtained by contacting CBC Learning.

SEPTEMBER 2006
Lebanon War: Israel Battles Hezbollah
Toronto Arrests: 18 Face Terror Charges
London Bombers: Alienation and Terror
The Big Melt: Canada’s Changing Arctic

OCTOBER 2006
A Gunman Attacks Students in Montreal
A Canadian Rides the Shuttle into Space
Canada Hosts World AIDS Conference
9/11: The Day that Changed the World

NOVEMBER 2006
Canada’s Bloody War in Afghanistan
Trying to Stop the Killing in Darfur
Michaëlle Jean: Our Governor General
Canada’s Famous Dinosaur Hunter

DECEMBER 2006
The Liberals Choose a New Leader
The North Korean Nuclear Crisis
Teaching Children How to Care
Restoring the Parliamentary Library

FEBRUARY 2007
The U.S. Sends More Troops to Iraq
Afghanistan: The Dead and the Wounded
Taking The Right To Play to Ethiopia
Visiting Second Life’s Virtual World

MARCH 2007
A Call for Action on Climate Change
The Trial of Robert Pickton
The Forgotten War in Burma
Repression and Fear in Russia

APRIL 2007
The Budget: Countdown to an Election?
Quebecers Vote in a Provincial Election
Arrest in a 1964 Mississippi Cold Case
Fashion and the Dangerously Thin

MAY 2007
Remembering Vimy Ridge
Iran Seizes British Sailors
The Dangers of Global Warming
Living as a Homeless Person

SEPTEMBER 2007
The Trial of Conrad Black
The Seven Wonders of Canada
Tony Blair’s Ten Years in Power
Omar Khadr: Canadian in Guantanamo

OCTOBER 2007
The Van Doos Head for Afghanistan
The Trials of Stephen Truscott
The Act that Made Us Canadian
Going Green to Fight Global Warming

NOVEMBER 2007
Taking Off: Canada’s Soaring Dollar
Defending Our Sovereignty in the Arctic
Selling Canada’s Military to Canadians
Helping The Mentally Ill Homeless

DECEMBER 2007
Harper’s Throne Speech Challenge
State of Emergency in Pakistan
Quebec’s Big Accommodation Debate
Lake Superior: Where Did the Water Go?

FEBRUARY 2008
The Assassination of Benazir Bhutto
Cracking Down on Tasers
The Oil Sands and the Environment
The Hidden Wounds of War

MARCH 2008
The Manley Report on Afghanistan
Restarting the Chalk River Reactor
The Campaign for the White House
Cyber Thieves and Identity Theft

APRIL 2008
Dodging a Spring Election
Kosovo Declares Independence
Restoring Peace to Kenya
Coming Home to Newfoundland